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A YOGA FOR LIBERATION:l
RAMANUJA'S APPROACH

According to Ramanuja, and the Indian way of thinking in
general, the association of the individual self with the body is
considered to be a bondage. It is a bondage because it restricts
the freedom of the self which is essentially spiritual and God-
like. By itself the individual self is capable of participating in the
divine bliss; but because of the body which is of material nature
(prakrti), it becomes attached to matter and to the pleasures and
pains arising from the material nature. Body is, thus, the bondage
of the self. Though essentially eternal and blissful, existentially the
individual self is in bondage. This is the tragedy of the individual
self, and the sad predicament it finds itself in.

This state of bondage is characterized by ignorance (auidya),
Ignorance is the basic misapprehension of the self that "the self
is this body". Due to this ignorance false tendencies develop,
whereas the developed tendencies confirm the self in its state of
ignorance.

Ignorance is related to work (karma). The state of bondage
-the state of ignorance-is considered to be the result of one's
past works (karma), the beginning of which is not known. In the
state of bondage, ignorance inspires work (karma), and karma
brings about rebirth and rebirth again a new series of karma. Thus
the karma-bound process of transmigration goes on and on.

This existential predicament of the self is very depressing.
There is still a ray of hope left and, thanks to this, the self IS

I. Liberation mukii or moksa is, derived from the root muc which means
"to set free", "to release". Mula! or Moksa means both the act of
liberation and the slate of liberation in which the' individual self
enjoys the freedom of the Spirit For a detailed discussion on the
concept of mukti d. A.G. Krishna Warrier, The Concept of Muk)! ill
Advaita-Vedanta (Madras: University Press, 1961).
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constantly striving to break the chains of its bondage. The break-
ing of this bondage is known as liberation, which is the Hindu
equivalent of salvation. It is setting the self free from material
superstructures it is subjected to. Once the self is liberated it
comes out in the unblemished light and splendour of the divine.
It becomes like God which it is supposed to be. This liberation
from the material Nature is the immediate goal of the transmigra-
ting self.

The quest for such a liberation is seen in the self along with
its awareness of bondage. The idea of bondage, the encasement
of the spiritual self in a material framework, reminds it of its
ideal existence and forces it to strive after it.

Liberation is, thus, first of all the separation of the self from
its bodily limitations. In this way, the ideal of liberation accord-
ing to Hindu thinking entails a certain degree of discrimination
between the self and its body. And since body in its wider sense
represents everything that is material, the discrimination of the
self from the body is to be understood as the separation of the
self -from the material universe. A minimum degree of discrimina-
tion is, therefore, necessary to begin the process of liberation.

This is the function of Yoga,2 namely, to guide the aspirant
of spirituality along the path of discriminationJ Though it begins
with a sense of discrimination it-properly made use of--ends
up with a fullness of vision in which one sees all in all. It does
not however, mean that in the final vision all distinctions would
vanish Sankara's monism maintains the abolition of all distinctions
in the final state. But according to Ramanuja, as we will see later,
even in the final vision, the separation between the Supreme and
the individual self is maintained.

Yoga, which is the way to final release, is said to be three-
fold. They are the yoga of work (karmayoga), the yoga of know-
ledge (jiiiinayoga), and the yoga of loving devotion (bhaktiyoga).
In his Gitabhiishya, Ramanuja speaks at length on these three
yogas, especially on the bhaktiyoga which, according to him, is the
way par excellence. However, these three yogas are not to be

:2. Yoga is derivcd from the root yuj which primarily means "to unite"
and is related to the Latin "iungere" and the English "vokc".

:1. It is to be noted t:lat( yoga is rclated to the discriminntivo secillg of
the differcnces about which the Sarnkhvan school of "Distinctions"
speaks. -

understood as unrelated and absolutely independent ways of sal-
vation. They are highly inter-related and mutually complementary.
As Yamunacarya, the predecessor of Ramanuja says "all three yogas
;1re in ter-connected."4

The teaching of the Giu was traditionally understo.od as
divided into three ways, viz., the way of work, th.e way of wisdom,
and the way of devotion. This has been questlO~e_d by. moder.n
. thors. Sri Aurobindo in his Essays on the Grta5 rejects this
<Ill h "h .traditional division and Prof. R.C. Zaehner comments t ~t_ e IS

certainlv right"6 in doing so. It could be said that the Git« teach-
es one -way of salvation which comprises in itself diff:r.ent ste~s
and culminates in the loving communion with the divine. !hls
at least is the vision of Ramanuja, a view which has been clarified
in what follows.

Since the ways of salvation have much to d_~) with yo?a, and
since "yoga is the key-word of the Bhagavod-glta 7 on '-7'hlch Ra-
rnanuja himself comments, it will be goo~ t~ see the ~eanmg of the
lord yoga in the Git:l from the very beginning of this st~dy. Yoga,

:hich- Patanjali defines as "concentrationf a.nd ".cessatlon ~f dis-
cursive thought"'), assumes a variety of meanings in ~he Gt~a.. The
main objective of the yoga is integration of perso.na~lty;. this inte-
gration is necessary because man in bondage ~s ~p.ht 111 himself and
fragmented. Yoga is meant "to abolish multiplicity and fr~gm:nt-
ation, to re-integrate, to unify, to make whole."J(~ As the obJectlv:s
intended, yoga is called "integration" and the mtegrated. man IS

yukta 11 a participial adjective formed from t.h: root YUI. of th~
word voga.· This integration is obtained by ~Plfl,t,u;l :xemse.s. an I
hence 'yoga is also known as "spiritual exercises. L Since spintua

4. trtujanam api yoganam t.ribhir anyonya~sang~mah. Gitart~](lsamgral~~
14; Eng. Tr. by J.A.B, Vall Buitin.-n lll, • R/1I1l(/II~~1 ,~II f II

Btuuuicadeit a (Delhi: Motilal Bcnarsidas, H)(1S) pp. 11/-.IIL.
'" "'. P hl- J' . H .. 19:)')) P 38.'S. Essays 011 the Cit« (Calcutta: Aryu U lS llllg ouxc, ,~~ . •

6. COllc~rdallt Discon! (Oxford: Clarendon Press) p, 1:1,').
I. Ibid. p. 1:21
8. Samadi, (Yogasllfm, 1. 2)
9. cutacrtti-nirodlia, (Yo{!,asuf ra, I. 2).

10. Mircea Ek,dc,)'og"a, Immortality and Freedom (2nd ('(1. Londou :
Houlkdge and Kcgau Paul, 19(9) p. 97. .

11. Blwgawdgifa, 6.Fl. Throughout this article wc have used Prol. R, c.
Zaehncr's edition ancl English version (Oxford: Clarcndcn Press.
19(1). Hcncr-Iorward He

12. BG, 0.20.
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exercise entails activities which are to be performed with skill, yoga
is also defined in the Gita as "skill in performing work."13 But
all the activities, no matter what they are, are to be p:rformed
in a spirit of complete de.tachI?ent.I4 The ~~sultant att1tu~e ?r
state of mind of such a yogm will be that of sameness and .mdIf-
ference."15 Yoga is, therefore, as Prof. R.~. ,~aehne.r ~Ight:y
summarizes, "integration" and "spiritual exercise culminating in
"sameness and indifference." 16

The three yogas are sometimes called three margas (ways)
which though not identical, have a striking similarity with the

, f Chri f ti the purgative, illuminative andthree ways 0 rrsttan per ec IOn: _
unitive.

The Yoga of Work (Karmayoga)

Karmayoga, or the yoga of work, is supposed to be the ~rst
step in the path of salvation. "For the silent sage who wou~d climb
(the ladder of) spiritual exercise, the performance of duties cor:'
stitutes the means."!" Karmayoga has been known of old, IS

natural to man and hence easy to perform.lf It is that means of
liberation in which karma predominates. The "works" mentioned
here are primarily acts of worship such :lS performance of :'obli-
gatory and occasional rites."19 Other duties such as the duties of
one's own caste laid down by the sastras are; also included.2o But
mere performance of work is not kar~ayo~a: It is t~e perform-
ance of the work with a particular dIspOSItIOn of mind. Refer-
ring to performance of duties Ramanuja defines yoga as follows:

Whatever disposition of mind (buddhiyoga) has to be spoken
of in regard to the performance of duties preceded by a

13. yoga kmmastt kausalam, (BC, 2.50)
14 BC, 5.7.
15. BC, 2.48.
16. R.C. Zaehner, The Bhag{!t'adgita, p. 25.
17. BC, 6.3.
18. Citabhashya, by Hamanuja 4. 1-2, Eng. Tr. by Sampathkumaran M.R.

The Citablwshya of Ramanrtja (Madras: Prof. M .. n<lll~a~arya Me-
morial Trust, 1969). Henceforward GB. For Sunskrit Original of all
Ramanuja's works Cf. Sri Bhagacad-Bamanuia Cranthamala ed. by
P.B. Annangaracarya Swamy (Kancheepuram : Cranthamala Office,
1956). Henceforward RC.

19. nityeshu naimittikeshu. karmasu (GR, 2.41).
20. CB, 16.24; Cf. CR, 2.41.
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knowledge of the self, forms the means for the attainment
of salvation, that (disposition of mind) indeed, is here signi-
fied by the word, "yoga" ... By practically adopting that atti-
tude of mind, you will get rid of the bondage of karma.s)

We have seen that karma was the cause of bondage which
puts the self in the sea of sdmsara. If action was the cause of
bondage, action itself can become the cause of release
too. In order that action become the cause of release, one
has to act in due disposition. For this he has to apply his buddbi
(mind and will) to the action. In other words buddhiyoga should
characterize his karma. This is because it was action in which the
buddhi was not properly applied that caused the bondage of the
self. Such were the actions inspired by auidy«, After having ob-
tained an amount of self-knowledge by the study of the sdstras,
the aspirant is now in a position to apply the buddhi properly to
its action and thereby to gain the right disposition for it. And the
right disposition consists in "renouncing all results, the main as
well as the adventitious ones."22 The actions should be performed
to one purpose, release which is the onlv purpose of the sastras."23

Action as such is indifferent. It is desire and attachment to
the result of action that matters. As Ranklin Edgerton puts it
"desire or passion is more fundamental than action."24 Action or
work is, therefore, not something wrong. Performed selflessly, it
can even become salvific, a means for final release. But desire is
binding. Action binds through desire. Action binds by attaching
the self to the result of the action. Action binds when it is done
in ignorance of the real self and mistaking the body for the self.
Action binds again by making the self I believe that it is the real
agent of work which in reality it is not. And from the very outset
of his history man has been action-bound (karmabadhah).

In order to free himself from this bondage of karma he has
to perform action in a new spirit. He has to reverse the process.
If action with attachment caused the bondage of the self, it has
to strive for its release by performing action with detachment.
Detached activity becomes the threshold of salvation.

21. CB, 2.39.
22. CB, 2.41.
23. Ibid.
24. BC. (New York: Harper & Row, 1964; first published in 1944 as

VoL .'38 in the Harvard Oriental Series) p. 159.
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\'V'ith body, mind, soul and senses alone, and, isolated (from
the self) do men engaged in spiritual exercise engage in
action renouncing attachment for the cleaning of the self .25

Action is to be performed with the spirit of detachment. This
is what makes karma a karmayoga. Karmayoga is, thus, "renunci-
ation in action and not renunciation of action."26 Of the two
states of action and non-action the Gila recommends that of ac-
tion,27 but action with the spirit of perfect detachment. One has
to renounce not only the result of action but also the title of
agency. In fact man is not the agent of the action. In the last
analysis, action belongs to God alone.

Cast all your works on me your thoughts (withdrawn) in
what appertains to self; have neither hope nor thought that
this is mine: Fight.28

Karmayoga demands a radical renunciation, an uncompromis-
ing spirit of giving up. This has already been suggested in the
Gila before.s? But by merely giving up one may not advance in
the spirit of perfect detachment. As Prot. Zaehner puts it, "a
more fruitful way of 'giving-them-up' is here suggested: giving
them up by casting them on the Lord."3o In doing so man only
remains true to himself. He acknowledges the real agent of the
work, who is God. Commenting on the verse quoted above Rama-
nuja writes:

Therefore, make over to me who am the Supreme Person,
all activities regarding them as being done by Me, medi-
tating on the form of self as to be set into activity by Me
only, on account of its being My body. And perform them,
looking upon thelf: merely as acts of workship to Me. Be-
coming free from hope in regard to their fruits and hence
free from any thought that they are yours, perform actions
like fighting in the war without the fever (of anxietyj.'!

25. BG, 5.11.
26. N.S. Anantharangadhar, Tile PIII/osop/'!J of Sadluu«: ill Visis/U"t/uuitl! p.

104.
27. BG,5.2
28. BG, 3.30.
29. BG, 3.4.
30. R.C. Zaelmer, Tlte Bhagat:lldgi/a p. 172.
:31. GB, H..'30.
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In giving up works to God man is gIVlllg them up to the
very source they came from. In asking man to work with a dis-
passionate spirit the Gila demands man to be like God in his
works. For "the truly perfected man resembles God both in his
unutterable tranquillity and spontaneous activity."32 And this is the
high ideal the Gila asks man to strive for. We see here a kind of
dilemma: on the one hand there is work which ensures liberation
or spiritual freedom. On the other hand there is transcendence
over all works which is the state of repose in liberation. The eter-
nal rest that is of the nature of God can only be won by acting
like God, viz., by acting without being involved. In spite of his
action, man should remain unattached. One way of doing this is
to leave all action to God,33 the real agent of the work, who makes
LIse of all the creatures which form his body to suit his purposes.

To act so dispassionately is not easy for human nature. It is
not in line with man's tendency. He needs the divine grace to
proceed along his path of self-denial.

Among thousands of men but one, may be, will strive for
(self) perfection, and even among (these) athletes who
have won perfection ('s) crown but one, may be, will come
to know Me as I really am,34

But in their ascent to God they do receive generous help
from God who is "a shoreless ocean of compassion, goodness,
love and generosity,"35 and has revealed himself "repeatedly to
various worlds in order that He might be worshipped by the beings
who live in these worlds. "36 .

Once man has learned to act dispassionately casting off all
his words on God he becomes integrated and his state is that of
"sameness and indifference" in all things.

As one indifferent he sits, by the constituents unruffled:
"So the constituents are busy": thus he thinks. Firm-
based is he, unquavering. The same in pleasure as in
,pain and self-assured, the same when faced with clods of
earth or stones of gold; for him wise man, are friend and

.12. n.c. Zaehner, The Bhagacadgiui p. 18.
33. R.C. Zachner, Concodant Discord, p. 134.
:34. BG, 7.3.
:15. GB, Introduction.
8fl. Ibid.
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foe of equal weight, equal the praise or blame (with
which men cover him). Equal (his mind) in honour and dis-
grace, equal to ally and to enemy, he renounces every (busy)
enterprise: "He has transcended the Constituents": so
must men say.37

The constituents of the material Nature are Goodness
(~atva), Passion (rajas) and Darkness (tamas). The misapprehen-
sion of the self was effected by the interplay of the constituents
and remains unruffled by them. As to the meaning of the pas-
sage, Rarnanuja adds:

He is wise: he is skilled in distinguishing between
the prakrti and the self. For him praise and blame are
equal: he is equal-minded toward praise and blame
that are raised by the good or bad qualities associated
with the human and such other states of being, thinking
that he is not connected with them.... Thus he gives
lip every enterprise arising from his embodied self. He
who is like this is said to have transcended the constitu-
ents.38

In the beginning of this discussion on yoga we spoke or
discrimination as an essential step in the path of salvation (libera-
tion). Now discrimination bears its fruit. According to Rarnanuja,
dispassionate activity is the fruit of proper discrimination. The
spirit of discrimination leads man to right evaluation of things
and the right evaluation leads him to the spirit of renunciation.
He renounces all renunciation. He renounces all attachment to
material Nature. This gives him balance of mind. He acts dis-
passionately and his works are no more mere karma but karma-
yoga. They are no more binding; on the contrary they turn out
to be salvific.

But karmayoga is only one aspect of the great yoga of
liberation which includes also the aspects of jfiiina and bhakti.
These are dealt within the following sections.

The Yoga of Wisdom (Jniinayoga)

From what has been said, it is
IS the special feature of karmayoga.
IS obtained in the tradition of the

clear that self-renunciation
This is analogous to what

Christian perfection by the

37. BG, 14. 23-25.
38. GB, 2. 24-25.
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purity of intention. By the practice of purity of intention the
aspirant is always instructed to remain unselfish in all his actions.

. !his kind of .karmayoga already involves in itself aspects
of fnana and .bhaktzyoga. The renunciation is made easy when
the true self IS encountered and action is )aLributed to God, the
real agent of all actions. Thus both jiiiina and bhakti blend in the
karmayoga. Continued practice of karmayoga, however, deepens
one's knowledge of the self.

Karmayoga, which is preceded by a knowledge of the
real nature of the self, based on the sastras, leads to a
firm devotion to knowledge known as the state of steady
wisdom; and the state of steadv wisdom which is in the
form of devotion to knowledge, brings about the vision
of the self known as yoga.I? ;

The path of salvation begins with the knowledge of the self
obtained from the sdstras. This leads to self-renunciation. And
self-renunciation in action leads to an equanimity of mind and a firm
devotion to knowledge (jniinanishta). I Vediintadesika interprets
jniinanishta as jnanayoga.40 This interpretation seems to be right
because it agrees with Ramanuja's own reference to jniinayoga,41
where he speaks of yiithatmyadarsana (self-vision) of the self-accom-
plishable by jfianayoga. In the same way, jiiananishta brings about
a profound vision of the self (atmaoalokana). Jiiiinayoga is defined
by Yamunacarya as follows: "the fixation on the completely puri-
fied atman with all his selfish end subdued."42 From all these re-
ferences it is clear that a deeper and clearer vision of the self is
the goal of jfianayoga. Ramanuja calls it atmavalokana43 and
yiithiitmyadar sana. 44

This vision of the self attained through jnananishta or jnana-
yoga is not to be understood in the sense of the advaitin's atmai-
kyajfiiina which means the knowledge of self's identity with Brah-
man. In the school of aduaita (non-dualism) jiiiina means know-
ledge of the oneness of the self and jfianayoga is the supreme yoga

39.
40.
41.
42.

GB,2.53.
ratparyacandrika. II. 53.
GB, 3. Introduction.
lnanayogo iitasvantaih parisuddhatmani sthiiih
(Gitarthasamgraha, 23).
GB, 2. 53.
GB. 3. Introduction.

43.
44.
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meant for the acquisition of this truth. "Pure self-knowledge alone
is the means to the highest bliss".45 This knowledge of the self
culminates in the complete isolation of the self (kaivalya)46 by
which the self realizes itself to be Brahman. Since, in the system
of advaita as we have seen before, no finite self exists apart from
the Supreme Self, the question of self-realization does not arise
apart from that of Brahma-realization, Self-realization itself is
brahmanization. Accordingly, the paths of karma and bhakti are
proposed in this system as the means for obtaining cittasuddi and
cittaikdrgrya, purification and concentration of mind and jiiiinayoga
for atmaikyajiiiina.

This is not so in the school of oisisbtaduaita where bhaktiyoga
is superior to the other two yogas. The atmo.valokana, on the
other hand, means the vision of the self as it is. And it sees itself
similar to other selves all of whom have the same form of wisdom.

Because there is similarity between his self and other be-
ings when they are in the state of separation from the
prakrti, (i.e. other selves), on account of all of them having
only the nature of knowledge, and because the inequality
among them rests on the prakrti one whose mind is engaged
in yoga has equality of vision everywhere, in respect of all
selves as separated from the prakrti, on account of their
having the nature only of knowledge He sees his self
existing in all beings and all beings (or selves) in his self.47

Devoid of material Nature the self is of the form of pure
knowledge. In this respect one self is similar to the other. It is
material nature that veils the vision of this similarity. The integrated
man, since he is free from the confusion caused by the material
Nature, can see deep into the true nature of the self and
thereby realizes the basic similarity the selves bear to one another
when they are devoid of the material Nature

This type of vision of the self is difIlcult and requires great
concentration of mind. Hence Ramanuja suggests jniinayoga only to
those who are advanced in self-discipline. He prescribes karmayoga
to the beginners "whose minds are agitated by the object of the
senses"48 and jiio.nayoga to those already advanced in the knowledge

45. Sankaracarya, GitabhIlSI'l/iI, I K. (i(j.
46. Ibid. '
47. GB, 6. 29.
48. CR. :1.3.

1 ugu )UI L..tut:/Ul-lurt .,./

of self49 and "whose minds are not agitated by the sense objects".so
This does not, however, mean that he understands them as two
completely different disciplines. They are highly interwined and
are subordinate to bhakti. Both are capable of giving or yielding
same fruit of the vision of the self.S!

But the knowledge of the self, however good and desirable
it may be, is not the final goal of salvation. It cannot bring man
to that perfect felicity which he finds only in communion with God.
Bha/etiyoga leads man to this blissful communion with God.

The Yoga of Devotion (Bhaktiyoga)

In the preceding two sections we saw how self-renunciation
and self-vision are important for an aspirant of liberation or
spiritual freedom. In order to gain a perfect vision of the self,
the yogin has to transcend the constituents (gunas) of the material
Nature. Renunciation set the path for this goal. We also saw that
renunciation is made easy by casting all the works on God.52

Elsewhere the Gito. presents bhakti53 as a direct means for con-
quering the consti tuents as well as attaining the knowledge of the
self.

19. GR, 2. 53, 72.
!lO. GB, :3..'3. Sometimes Halllalillja speaks of the sll[wriority of kUI'III(/lj"l',u

over inatuujoga (GR. :3. 7-8) and hcnce kamw!loga as preferable to
iruuuujoga (Ibid. 3.85). This may be understood as a reaction a.~ainst
the school of adcaitn where ill!llla!/ogti is superior to hhllkli!logll.

51. GB,4.4.
.'52. See above footnote 28 of this article.
.'5,'3. The word bhaku is derived from the root blui; tlu- origiuul mcaning of

which is "to share in", "to participato in". In the Great Epic the root
bhai receives a variety of meaning such as "to inhere in", "to belong
to", "to cultivate", "to enjoy', "to have sexual love", "to be loyal and
devoted" etc. (Cf. M. Dhavamnny. Love of God Accordini; to SlIit;1I
Siddhania (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1971. pp. 13-23). For Ilumunuja.
as i~ the Hhag({v({c/gita, "it means devotion and loyalty
to Krishna, the personal God. trust in him and love of him", (R'C.
Zaehncr The Blwgacadgita, p. 26). For a general discussion on
Bhakti apart from Dhavamonv's work mentioned above (pp. 47-103),
Cf. R.C. Zaehner, Hinduism, pp. 125-246: , Olivier Lecombe,
L'Assoltt selon le Vedanta, (Paris 1973) p. 363ff. For the inter-
relationship between bhakti and dlujana two different ways of ex-
periencing the divine. Cf. Ninainn Smart. The Yogi antl the Df'I:()-
lee. especially p. 36ff.
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And as those who do Me honour with spiritual exercise,
in loyalty-and-love (bhaktiyogena) undeviating, passed
(clean) beyond these constituents, to becoming Brahman
they are conformed.54

And Ramanuja's commentary of this reads as follows:
Whoever serves me with loyalty-and-love, viz., with de-
votion that is qualified by singleness of purpose, such a
man transcends the constituents (of prakrti) such as good-
ness and others which are hard to transcend; He is fit for
"becoming brahman", namely, for the state of brahma-
hood. (In other words) he becomes worthy of the con-
dition of brahman. The meaning is that he attains the im-
mortal and imperishable self as it is in itself.55

Ramanuja clearly understands the expression "becoming
brahman" as attaining the self as it is in itself. The expression
"becoming brahman" coupled with brabmantrodna has already been
used in the Gita 5.24, where Ramanuja understands brabmaniroana
as the bliss of brahman, which again consists in the "bliss of
experiencing the self".56 Both these expressions brabmabbuta
(past participle of brabmabbii) meaning one who has become brah-
man, and brabmanirudna, refer back to the briibmi stbitib (the
fixed still-state of bhrahman) of 2.72 where also the expression
brabmanirodna occurs. Ramanuja is consistent in his interpreta-
tions of all these passages. All these expressions, brabmi sthitih
(2.72), brahmaniruana (2.72; 5.240), brabmabbu (5.24; 14.26) to
which he now adds brahmatva and brabmabbdua (GB. 14.26)
mean for him the knowledge of the self as it is, the atmavalokana
or the yathatmyadarsana about which we spoke in the preceding
section. The brabmanirudna as well as its kindred noun brabma-
bbiaa mark the Buddhist influence on Hindu thinking and is a
Hindu equivalent of the Buddhist Nirvana.57 This kind of self-
knowledge expresses itself in samddi (Gita, 2.53) which is "that

54. man ca yo'vyabhical'ella hllllkli-yogella sccut« WI gunan samitily'lli/a/1
brahma-bhuyaya kalpat e (Be, 14.26).

.55. aotjabhicarena = esantua-oisishtena, bhaktiuogeua ca (ml/II) ijas-secatc,
sa et an sattcadin guiuni duratuiujan at iiu« hllllllTltlbllll!lalj:l =
brahmaujaqa, ... kalpat c = brahma-bhaca = !l0gyo bhucut i. YiI/hll-
r;asthila!manmn-lI1Tutn1l1-(/uyaY{lm nropnot i-t uartlia]: (CR. 14.26).

56. atnumubliacasukliam. (GB. 5.26).
57. cr. n.c. Zaehnn. Tile Blwgllclldgi/tI. pp. 1.'59. 212-15. :351:>.
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type of introverted" mystical experience in which there is experi-
ence of nothing, except an unchanging, purely static oneness,58 and
is rightly translated by Prof. R.C. Zaehner as "enstasy'" in con-
trast to ecstasy which means going out bf oneself. For the advaitin
this nirvana-type enstasy ends up in kanialya (pure simplicity
which is final liberation). But for Ramanuja, this state of brahma-
hood or the vision of the self as it is, in itself, is only an inter-
mediate step on man's way to a personal God. For, the Lord of
the cu: has already revealed himself even above nirvana-? as the
Supreme Person who is Wisdom's highest goa1.60 This personal
God is to be worshipped by bhaktiyoga and that is a more efficient
way of transcending the constituents and obtaining the knowledge
of the self. This is so because the search for the meaning of the
self does not stop unless it finds itself founded on God in whom
"nirvana which is brahman too" subsists.v' and, therefore, is
to be prized even above Brahman.62 And only when one pays
homage to God in this manner does he attain the real self as it is,
for God is "the base-supporting-brahman"63 in which the self
sees itself and also its righteousness and absolute beatitude which
the self sees is ever after.64 Hence, here the atmavalokana of the
self ceases to be pure seeing of the self) in itself and orientates
itself to the seeing of the self in God. Thus the enstasy of the
kevalin turns out to be the ecstasy of the devotee. The supreme
path of liberation is neither mere performance of the sacrificial
rites, nor the pure knowledge of one's own self-identity with
Brahman. It is rather one's loyal devotion to the Supreme Brah-
man who is the Highest Person, which is to be fostered by the
devotee by way of continued remembrance of the Supreme God.
Krishna, the personal God of the Gita makes it clear:

(There) let him sit, (his) self all stilled, his fear all gone,
firm in his vow of chastity, his mind controlled, his thoughts
on Me, integrated, (yet) intent on Me.65

58. R.C. Zaehncr, The Bhngacadgiia, p. J 43.
59. BG, 6. 15.
GO. BG, II. )1:>.
(jl. BG, G. 15.
G2. BG, 11. 37.
6.'3. BG, 14. 27.
64. BG, 14. 27.
(i5. BG, 6. 14.
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And again,

On Me your mind, on Me your loving-service, for Me your
sacrifice, to Me be your prostrations: now that you have
thus integrated self, your striving bent on Me, to me you
will (surey) come.f

To be a devotee means for Ramanuja to be one whose mind
is placed on God by meditating on him as exceedingly dear.67 ~his
agrees with the definition of bhakti in bbaktisiara and Sandtlya-
siitra. In the bbaktisiara, Narada defines bhakti as "the deepest
love towards someone."68 According to the Sandilyasutra bhakti
is the supreme attachment to God."69 That un£alter~ng _fix~ti~n
of one's loving attention of God is essential .to bhak!l. Raman~Ja
maintains that this bhakti is synonymous WIth dhyana, (rnedita-
rion) on, and upcistina (devotion), to the Supreme Self often re-
commended in the Upanishads.

The Upanishads presents the Supreme Brahman as "the Self
who is to be seen, to be heard, to be reflected on and to be
meditated upon".70 It recommends meditation for the further
knowledge of. Brahman: "Let a wise Brahman knowing him bend
his mind toward him."71 Time and again, the same idea of medi-
tation recurs in the Upanishads in different terminologies. Thus
the Mundaka Upanishad recommends the meditation on the Self
.as Om72 whereas the Brbedarnyaka suggests the meditation on
the self as one's world.T' According to the Chandogy«, the Self
is "what one must seek out and what one must want to under-
stand"74 and whosoever has found this self and understood it is
freed from the jaws of reath" ,75 and "wins all states of being

66. BG, 9. 34.
67. mad-bhaktali =alyarll/(/-rrw:-JJriy([! ieiut !JI/~-til 11I1[/1-"I11(/l11{ hlutc c-

tijarthah, GB, 9. 34.
68. sa kasmai p£ira1)w-p"~II)({.·rtll)(I, ·J)haklim!ra. :2.
69. sa paranuraki'iscare, Sandiluasutra, 1. :2.
70. atma va are drasla('yas'srot(lt;!Jo mantuireo lIidi.dlj({~i((/cy(l/" Brh, Up.

4. 5.6.
71. tam eva dhiro viinaya pr;IWI1I kuroit a bluainnanali, Btl), Up. 4. -I. 21.
72. om'ityev'atnumam dhaqatha, Mund. Up. 2. 2.G.
73. atmanam'eve lokam'upasita, Bri). Up. 1. 4. 1.5.
74. So'nr;eshtavyas saoiinasitaouah, cu. Up. 8. 7. I.
75. nipayya tam mrtyu-mukhaf-pm111I1CIjOfe. Kalil. Up. 1. :3 .n.

and all objects of desire. "76 Rarnanuja refers to all these Upani-
shadic texts in order to confirm his position that the knowledge
which the Vedal1ta-texts aim at inculcating is other than a mere
knowledge of the sense of sentences, and is denoted by dbydna or
updsana and similar terrns.Z? Bhakti is synonymous with this
dbyima78 and dhyiina is defined by Ramanuja as follows:

Meditation (dhyana) is the steady remembrance, i.e., the
continuity of the steady remembrance, uninterrupted like
the flow of oil, in agreement with the spiritual passage that
declares steady remembrance to be the means of release:
"on the attainment of remembrance all ties are loosened."
(ch. 7.26.2) Such remembrance is of the same character
(form) of seeing (intuition)."?

And referring to bhakti he adds:

Steady remembrance of this kind is designated by the word
devotion (bhakti); for this term has the same meaning as
apasana (meditation) .80

76. sa sarcams'ca lokan apnoti sarcams'ca kaman (Yasta1/l
atmarunn anucidua vijanati). ct: Up. 8. L 7.

77. at.o v({kwr!/tfl-il1(lI1ad- anyad-eva dhuanopasanadl-sabda-ca-
ctjam. [narunn l.;er!(1)!(l-vakair-vidhishtitam. Ramanuia, Sribhasluja,
1.1.1. Eng. Trans. hy George Thibaut, The Vedantaslltras with the com-
mentry of Itamanuia. Sacred books of the East, Vol. XLVIII (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1904) p. 13. Henceforward SB for Sribhasliua and
T for Thibaut's translation.

78. We have four tcrms here: bhakii, dhuana, upasaua and ceduna.
All these four terms are synonymous for Ramanuja. In S8, 4. 1. 1.
(1' p. 7(6) Ram.uruju reFers to the roots of the words oedana, dlujana
and upasana which are vid dhyay and upas, respectively, and
shows that they all mean the same. In Citabhashija (7. Introduc-
tion); hc quotes Soet . 3. 8. and Tait, 3. 12. 7. where the root oid
occurs and proves that this J,;nowledge is synonymous with bhakii.
In Citabhaslnja 3. Introduction he clearly says that bhakti is also
expressed by words such as ceduna, upasana (meditation, worship)
and dsjana (meditation). All these four terms mean the "steady
remembrance" dlinn:a smrtih. (CII. Up. 7.26.2.) which Ramanuja
lISCS to describe meditation .mr] bhakti in SB 1. 1. 1. and GB 6. 34.

79. dhuanam co faila-dharacac!'o1cicchinna-smrli-santana-rllpam. (SB,
1. 1. 1. RG. p.. '5:3; T pp. 1-1-15).

80 SB, 1. 1. 1. IRe:, p. 5:3); T Hi.
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Meditation is steady remembrance and steady remembrance
is bhakti.81 The expression "steady remembrance" coupled wi~h
the simile of the uninterrupted flow of oil is used by Ramanuja
also in the Gitabhashya where, speaking of devotion, he puts
the following words in the mouth of Sri Krishna:

On me your mind, that is, have your mind fixed well on
Me, without any interruption like a stream of oi1.82

Bhakti is the uninterrupted fixation of one's mind on God
by way of steady remembrance. This is the higher knowledge
of Brahman taught in the Upanishads. One who has to know
Brahman, Rarnanuja maintains, has to acquire two kinds of
knowledge "both of them having Brahman for their objects."83
One is an indirect knowledge "which springs from the study of
the sastras" the other is a direct one "which springs from con-
centrated meditation (yoga)." Of these "the latter kind of know-
ledge is the means of obtaining Brahman, and it is of the nature
of devout meditation (bhakti)".84 The knowledge from the study
of the sastras has its due place in the system of Ramanuja. It is
a necessary pre-requisite. But it is not the supreme knowledge
bringing about liberation. The vidya (wisdom) "which effects the
highest purpose of man, and is designated by such words a.s
dhyilna and upasana, is something di~e~ent from the mer~ C_Ogl~l-
tion of the nature of Brahman. "85 This IS so because for Ramanuja
God is not something to be known alone, but is someone to be
devoted to and to be worshipped by the devotee with love and
affection.86 Ramanuja's God is a personal God8? who personally

t
81. Though for Ramanuja both meditation and devotion are syllouy- 1

mons a subtle difference is possible and this is beautifully spelled ~
out by Prof. Ninian Smart; "Dhijana involves 'a purification of COIl- ,Ii,.

sciousness, a kind of higher emptiness" "bhakti, {)11 the other hand,
feeds on the imaginative apprehension of the numinous." "It I
ibhakti) involves reliance on the other, while dhuana can be sell- 1
sufficient." (The Yogi and the DC1)Qtee, p. 36). This distinction is
clearly valid when dhuana is understood as ill the school of atli.ait a.
In theistic svst"ll1S, however, dhsjana call he directed to a personal
God.

82. mannunui-bhucamasti ... t aiia-dhuractuliaciccliedena uicislit amano-
bhaca GR, 9.34.

1)3. S8, 1.2.2:3, T. p. 2tn.
:14, 5B, 1.2.23, T. p. 284.
85. SB, 3.4.12, T. p.692; Cf. also SB, 1.1.1. T. p. 13.
86. BG, 9.24.
87. BG, 88; 15, 19.
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takes interest in his devotees.ss He is not the impersonal absolute
of the earlier Upanishads, but is the personal God of the Bhaga-
vadgitii who bestows his grace on his, devotees,89 dispels their
darkness with wisdom's shining lamp90' and returns their love in
the same way they approach him.P! This intimate personal rela-
tionship between God and the devotee characterizes his knowledge
of Brahman (God). When this is accomplished, knowledge
no longer remains pure knowledge, but turns out to be loving
devotion. Vedana (experience, knowledge) of the Upanishads be-
comes the bhakti of Bhagavadgitii. Hence, according to Rarnanuja
the knowledge (vedana) which the Upanishads present as the
means of release is to be characterized by a loving devotion.P?

This kind of devotional knowledge itself is worship
(iiradhana)93 and the devotee is asked to worship the Lord with
a spirit of self-sacrifice. God is greatly pleased with the minutest
offering he makes, be it "a leaf, flower, a fruit or water"94 pro-
vided it is made with a pure mind. Doing everything for the love
of God, the life of the devotee becomes a continuous act of wor-
ship.

The devotional knowledge is, however, a gift of God and is
effected by the grace of God who is pleased with the devotee,

Such meditation is originated in the mind through the grace
of the Supreme Person, who is pleased and conciliated by
the different kinds of acts of sacrifice and worship duly
performed by the devotee day by day.9s

The devotee has to prepare himself for the bestowal of
this great grace. This is primarily done by his dispassionate acts
of sacrifice and worship. This agrees with what Yamuniiciirya says:
"bbakti is brought about by observance of dharma, acquisition of
knowledge, and renunciation of passion."96 But as Kath Upani-

i)1). BG, 10, JO-ll.
i-j'J. HG, 18,56.
90. BG, 10.11.
91. BG, 4,11.
42. Sc'" above footnot« no. 78.
4:3. SB, 3.4.26.
94. BG, 9.26
95. SB, 3.4.26. (T. p. 699).
96. x cadh al7lW-;lIll1w-vai ragua-sadhua-bhakii yoga

(Citortliasomgrah«, 1).
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shad says: "The Self cannot be won by preaching (Him), not
by sacrifice or much more heard; by him alone can he be won
whom He elects: to him the Self reveals his own true (form}."97
The devotee keeps this form by way of "steady remembrance".
This is true bhakti, the supreme kr:owledge and, though it is by
nature a representative thought, its "intuitive clearness is inferior
to the clearest presentative thought."98 The devotee encounters
his God in and by loving devotion and his relationship with God
is not arid and abstract, but very intimate and personal.

By constant daily practice his bhakti "becomes ever more
perfect and duly continued upto death secures final release" .99
In his Vedarthasamgraha, Rarnanuja summarizes his ideas on
bhakti as follows:

We have already declared that the means of attaining
Brahman is a superior bhakti in the form of re-memori-
zation staggered to a state of extremely lucid perception,
which is immeasurably and overwhelmingly dear the
devotee. It is achieved by complete devotion of bhakti
which is furthered by the performance of one's pro-
per acts preceded by knowledge of the orders of reality
as learnt from the sdstras. The word bhakti has a sense
of kind of love, and this love again, that of a certain kind
of knowledge.lw

In the last analysis, Ramanuja knows only one Yoga for liber-
ation and that is the Yoga of bhakti, which, however, includes
in itself the yoga of duties (karmayoga) and wisdom jiiiinayoga).

97. Kath. Up. 2.23.
98. SB, 3.4.26. T.p. 699.
99. SB, 3.4.26. T. p. 699.
100. Vedarthasamgraha Ed. and trans. by J.A.B. Van Bauitinen (Paona:

Deccan College, Research Institute, 1956) para 141.


